
Drawing Dinosaurs for Kids and Beginners: A
Comprehensive Guide with Step-by-Step
Instructions
Embark on an exciting prehistoric adventure and discover the art of
drawing dinosaurs. Whether you're a budding young artist or a beginner
looking to expand your skills, this comprehensive guide has everything you
need to bring these magnificent creatures to life on paper.

We'll start with the basics, providing you with a solid foundation in drawing
shapes and understanding dinosaur anatomy. Then, we'll dive into step-by-
step tutorials for a variety of popular dinosaurs, including the Triceratops,
Tyrannosaurus Rex, Stegosaurus, and Brachiosaurus.
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Step 1: Draw Basic Shapes

Before we start drawing dinosaurs, let's practice drawing some basic
shapes. These shapes will form the foundation of our dinosaur drawings.

1. Circle: Draw a perfect circle. This will be the head of your dinosaur.

2. Oval: Draw an oval shape slightly wider than the circle. This will be the
body of your dinosaur.

3. Triangle: Draw a triangle shape for the tail of your dinosaur.

4. Rectangle: Draw a rectangle shape for the base of your dinosaur's
legs.

Step 2: Understanding Dinosaur Anatomy

To draw dinosaurs accurately, it's important to understand a bit about their
anatomy. Here are some key features to keep in mind:

Head: Dinosaurs had large heads with powerful jaws and sharp teeth.

Neck: Some dinosaurs had long, flexible necks, while others had
short, thick necks.

Body: Dinosaurs had a variety of body shapes, from the massive
bodies of sauropods to the agile bodies of theropods.



Legs: Dinosaurs walked on two legs (bipedal) or four legs
(quadrupedal).

Tail: Dinosaurs had long, muscular tails that they used for balance and
communication.

Step 3: Draw a Triceratops

Let's start with a classic dinosaur: the Triceratops. This three-horned
dinosaur is a popular choice for beginners.

1. Draw the head: Start by drawing a circle for the head. Add two small
circles for the eyes and a larger circle for the nose.

2. Add the horns: Draw three horns on the top of the head.

3. Draw the body: Draw an oval shape for the body. Connect the head to
the body with a short neck.

4. Add the legs: Draw four thick legs underneath the body.

5. Draw the tail: Draw a long, thin triangle shape for the tail.

Step 4: Draw a Tyrannosaurus Rex

Now, let's draw the king of the dinosaurs: the Tyrannosaurus Rex.

1. Draw the head: Start by drawing a large circle for the head. Add two
small circles for the eyes and a large, U-shaped mouth.

2. Add the teeth: Draw sharp teeth inside the mouth.

3. Draw the body: Draw an oval shape for the body. Connect the head to
the body with a short neck.



4. Add the arms: Draw two short arms with three claws each.

5. Add the legs: Draw two powerful legs underneath the body.

6. Draw the tail: Draw a long, thick triangle shape for the tail.

Step 5: Draw a Stegosaurus

Next, let's draw a Stegosaurus, known for its distinctive plates on its back.

1. Draw the head: Start by drawing a circle for the head. Add two small
circles for the eyes and a small triangle for the nose.

2. Add the plates: Draw a series of triangular plates along the back of
the dinosaur.

3. Draw the body: Draw an oval shape for the body. Connect the head to
the body with a short neck.

4. Add the legs: Draw four thick legs underneath the body.

5. Draw the tail: Draw a long, thin triangle shape for the tail.

Step 6: Draw a Brachiosaurus

Finally, let's draw a Brachiosaurus, one of the largest dinosaurs that ever
lived.

1. Draw the head: Start by drawing a circle for the head. Add two small
circles for the eyes and a large, U-shaped mouth
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